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Music websites became the huge music stores with millions music tracks. It is mostly likely that they have
This theory is important in this research to prove whether people change their behaviour is because of their
environment, their education level or other factor? Personal interaction can be facilitated by providing
appropriate goals, operators and feedback; social interaction can be facilitated through appropriate
communication places and tools. In current years, along with the development of technology, online music had
a great chance to develop. The aspects explored are the experience and commitment to playing online video
game, the gamers health issues, the inconsistent emotional reaction during playing online video games and
reality versus fantasy realization that is shown due to reduction of social interaction which eventually affect
the gamers relationship with others. Thesis statement: When a game is used Boy runs up 7, bill for his mum
playing mobile phone game Clash of Clans. What is a good thesis statement for gaming addiction? As it
become accessible almost anywhere at any time, all range of age are now possible to be addicted into playing
online video game which at the end of the day they become less care about themselves, their performance at
school or workplace and their social life. For example, problematic gamers will indeed show off emotions like
anger, depression and frustration. Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Multiplayer Online Games Design. The question of
whether video games can be addictive is left unanswered because many articles and studies provide evidence
that supports both sides of the debate. Many view it as a saturation of male interests and a depletion of the out
of the box mentality. But sometimes computer and online games become more than just play. The definition
of addiction according to the Oxford dictionary is the fact or condition of being addicted to a particular
substance or activity. Out of 40 respondents, 6 of them are admitted that they never played an online video
game. But its not all bad, problematic gamers can show positive emotions depending on the outcome of the
game. Modern day technology makes life simple and easy in many ways. It is one way that person can learn to
socialize and compete. Just what drove them to online gaming and the financial they put into it. Mateo, Juan
Gabriel M. In United Kingdom, the research done by David Rudd 11 stated that the addiction in playing online
game is believed to drive someone to extreme circumstances so much so that from some evidence
demonstrated parents tend to believe that their child is in a position where their health and future is a worry.
Online game are now also come in many genre such as action, adventure, simulator and many more. For
example they can put a reminder that can remind them to take short breaks Lang. As the world nowadays is
developing with advanced technology, the old school thing was forgotten by the new generation. This type of
genre has different concept with one objective, to created fun towards their player regardless of their ages. It is
hypothesized that those who are spend more time playing online video game will be addicted and affect their
lifestyle. A thesis statement about computer games might be: While computer games might seem like a waste
of time, Lastly, from the aspect social of the 11 R. Thesis Statement on Computer Addiction - paper-research.


